
As Inc. recently reported, “Isaac Lidsky may possess the most eclectic resume in
entrepreneurship." Over the years, he has been a child television star [(he played
series regular “Weasel” on NBC’s “Saved By The Bell: The New Class”)], a Supreme
Court clerk [(for Justices Sandra Day O’Connor and Ruth Bader Ginsburg)], and the
co-founder of an internet startup. More recently, Lidsky has used his gift for
logistics to build ODC Construction into one of the fastest-growing construction
businesses,” transforming an unsophisticated $11 million concrete subcontractor
that was hemorrhaging money into an industry-leading $150 million construction
services company—in 5 years. Inc. Magazine, The Incredibly Inspiring Journey of a
Blind Entrepreneur, October 1, 2015.
The full list of his accomplishments is far longer. Lidsky graduated from Harvard at
19 with an honors degree in mathematics and computer science. He graduated
from Harvard Law School magna cum laude. As a U.S. Justice Department lawyer,
Lidsky argued more than a dozen appeals in federal court on behalf of the United
States and never lost a case. He founded a nonprofit organization to fund the
development of treatments for blinding diseases and within 5 years grew it to a
dozen cities nationwide and more than $5 million. The technology company he
founded sold for $230 million.
Lidsky has been recognized for his achievements dozens of times and his
leadership is routinely sought after. He is an advisor to a $1+ billion tech
“unicorn.” He is a member of the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO), the
world’s premier peer network of chief executives and business leaders, and was
tapped to lead the Orlando Chapter and to ser...

Testimonials

Isaac Lidsky

We are very sensitive to how sponsored speakers reflect upon our brands. We've
never had one do it better than Isaac Lidsky! He gets a 'standing ovation' from us
for meeting our objectives, just like the standing ovation he got from the entire
audience.

- Publisher, Sales & Marketing Management and Training magazines.

I can't convey the positive impact that Isaac had on my team! I've had countless
numbers of team members say his presentation was the highlight of their week,
and still getting positive feedback! Thanks again!!

- Vice President, Global Learning and Development, Verizon.
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